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 الخالصة

عيييو صييوال الحلليييات ال ييه كليييوس فييييا فيييل ملييا   سيييي  م  يير  اكمييي  ميي  الييي م  فييه ايييبا الححييخ بحييي  ب  حيير  
AGP-   اص صارا تك ب غامرة م  ال م(AGP برا ا اس )Y(R)=0  ع دماR   حللة م  ال مSSAGP  كم ى

 كبلك برا ا  
كم ييى وفييل م يياله اعممييه اكميي  اساسييه ميي   SSAGPحلليية م مميية مليييدة وغييامرة ميي  اليي م   Rليي ك   .1

 حللة م  ممة  لوة. R. فاس  Gwال م  

. Reلكيل ع صير م حا يد  Gwم اله م  ال م   r(e)و SSAGPال م   غامرة م حللة  Rل ك   .2
 .Z(R)=0فاس 

حللية م  ممية  ليوة او  يح   Rكم يى. فياس  CMو SSAGP، MERTحللية غيامرة مي  الي م   Rل ك   .3
  سيطة ارتيري ية.  

 
 .AGP-، غامرة م  ال م P-م  ممة، م  زلة، غامرة م  ال م الكلمات المفتاحية: 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we investigate some properties of rings whose simple singular 

right R- modules are A Gp-injective (or SSAGP- injective for short). It is proved that:  

Y(R)=0 where R is a right SSAGP- injective rings. It is also proved that  

1. Let R be a complement right bounded, SSAGP – injective rings and every 

maximal essential right ideal is Gw-ideal. Then R is strongly regular ring.  

2. Let R be SSAGP – injective and r(e) is Gw-ideal for every idempotent element 

Re . Then Z(R)=0.  

3. Let R be SSAGP – injective, MERT and right CM. Then R is either strongly 

regular or semi simple Artinian.  

 

Keyword: regular, reduced, P-injective, AGP-injective. 

 

 

1- Introduction: 

  

Throughout this paper, R denotes as associative ring with identity and all 

modules are unital. The symbols J(R) and Y(R) (Z(R)) respectively for the Jacobson 

radical and right (left) singular ideal of R. As usual, R is a reduced ring, if N(R)=0 

(N(R) the set of all nilpotent elements of (R). R is a right ERT (resp., MERT) ring if 

every essential (resp. maximal essential) right ideal of R is an ideal [1]. A ring R is 

abelian if every idempotent of R is central. R is regular if for every Ra , there exists 

Rb  such that abaa = . R is strongly regular if for every Ra , there exists Rb  

such that a=a2b. It is known that a ring R is strongly regular if and only if R is a 

reduced regular ring [2]. Following [3]. The ring R is a right weakly regular (resp., left 

weakly regular) if for every Ra , aca =  ( caa = ) for some RaRc  and R is 

weakly regular, if it is both left and right weakly regular. A regular ring is clearly 

weakly regular, but a weakly regular ring needs not to be regular (for example) [3].  

It is known that all generalizations of injectivity have been discussed in many 

papers [4, 6, 5]. R is called a p-injective ring [2], if every right R-homomorphism 

from aR to R can be extended to endomorphism of R, where Ra . In [1], p-injective 

rings were extended to Ap-injective rings and AGP-injective rings. A ring R is called 

Gp-injective, if for every Ra  there exists +n such that 0a n   and 
nn Ra)r(a =  [7].  
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R is called right AP-injective [1], if for any Ra , there exists a left ideal Xa of 

R such that XaRar(a) = . A ring R is called right AGP-injective, if for any 

 exists thereR,a0  a positive integer n and a left ideal Xa of R such that 0a n   

and XaRa)r(a nn =  [6]. 

Clearly, AP-injectivity and AGP-injectivity are the generalization of P-

injectivity, and they have many properties [4] [6] [5].  

 

2- Right AGP-injective Rings:  

 

The following lemma which is due to Zhao Yu-e [5], plays a central role is 

several of our proofs.  

 

Lemma 2-1:  

Suppose M is a right R-module with S=End (MR). If XaMa(a)r
RM

= , 

where Xa is a left S-submodule of MR. Set MaR:f →  is a right R-homomorphism, 

then f(a)=ma+x with Mm , Xax .  

 

Lemma 2-2: [6] 

If R is a right AGP-injective ring, then J(R)=Y(R).  

The following result extends Lemma (2.2).  

 

Proposition 2-3: 

If R is a semiprime, ERT is a right AGP-injective ring, then 0J(R)Y(R) == . 

 
Proof: If 0Y(R)  , there exists Y(R)y0   such that 0y2 = . Since r(y)  is an 

ideal of R (R is ERT), r(y)yR   implies that r(y)RyR  , 0yRyR = , whence 

0(yR)2 = . Since R is a semiprime, we have 0y = . This contradicts that 0Y(R) = . 

Thus 0J(R)Y(R) == .  

A ring R is called right CM ring [8], iff, for any maximal essential right ideal of 

R, every complement right subideal is an ideal of R. 

 

Lemma 2-4: [8] 

If R is a right CM ring and a right nonsingular, then R is either a semi simple 

Artinian or a reduced.  

 

Lemma 2-5: [4] 

If R is a reduced right AGP-injective, then R is strongly regular. 

Now,we give the following proposition 

 

Proposition 2-6: 

If R is a semi prime, ERT is a right AGP-injective and CM ring, then R is either 

strongly regular or semi – simple Artinian.  

 
Proof: By proposition (2.3) and Lemma (2.4), R is either a semi simple Artinian or it 

is reduced. If R is reduced, then R is strongly regular Lemma (2.5).  

 

3- The Regularity of SSAGP-injective rings:  
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Definition 3-1: 

A ring R is called SSAGP-injective ring, if every simple singular right R – 

module is AGP injective.  

Following [9], a right ideal L of a ring R is a generalized weak ideal (Gw-ideal) 

if for all La , there exists a positive integer n such that LRa n  . 

 

 

Proposition 3-2:  

Let R be a right SSAGP-injective and every maximal essential right ideal of R is 

Gw-ideal. Then 0Y(R) = . 

 
Proof: Suppose that 0Y(R)  . Then there exists Y(R)a0   such that 0a 2= . Hence 

r(a) is contained in a maximal essential right ideal of R. Thus R/M is AGP-injective, 

then Xa(R/M)ar(a)R/M = , R/MXa  . Let R/MaR:f → , be defined by 

Mrf(ar) += , for every Rr . Since Mr(a)  is will define By Lemma (2-1), 

Mcaf(a)M1 +==+ , Rc , Xax , XaR/MxMca1 =+− , so Mca1 − . By 

hypothesis M is Gw-ideal, and Mac . So there exists 
+Zn , such that Mc(ac)n  . 

Since M is a right ideal, Mcac)(c − , Mc(ac)cac)(ac)(cc(ac) n1n1n +−= −− , 

continuing in the process, we have Mc(ac) , thus Mcaccac)(cc +−= , so Mca , 

M1 , which is a contradiction. Thus 0a =  and so 0Y(R) = .  

Following [8], a ring R is called a complement right (left) bounded if every non 

zero complement right (left) ideal of R contains a non zero ideal of R.  

 

Lemma 3-3: [9] 

Let R be a complement right (left) bounded and a right (left) non singular ring. 

Then R is reduced.  

 

Theorem 3-4:  

Let R b a complement right bounded ring and every maximal essential right 

ideal is Gw-ideal. Then R is strongly regular, if R is  a SSAGP-injective ring.  

 
Proof: Let Ra . If aRr(a)+  is not essential, then there exists a non zero  a 

complement right ideal L of R such that 0LaR)(r(a) =+  . Since R is a complement 

right bounded, there exists a non zero ideal I of R and LI  . Let Ix0  , then 

0aRIax =  . This implies that 0I)(rx = a . This is a contradiction to 0x  . 

Therefore aRr(a)+  is an essential right ideal of R. If RaRr(a) + , then there exists 

a maximal right ideal M of R such that MaRr(a) + . Since aRr(a)+  is essential, M 

is essential. Then R/M is a simple singular right R-module, hence by hypothesis, it is 

AGP-injective. There exists a positive integer n such that 0an   and 

.(R/M)a)r(a nn

R/M

n

aX=  Let R/MRa:f n →  be defined by Mrr)f(an += . By 

Proposition (3.2) and Lemma (3.3) we get R which is reduced, f is well defined R-

homomorphism. Thus by Lemma (2.1),  

yMca)f(a nn ++= , Rc , Xy , and M1)f(an += , and so 

0XR/MyMca1 n ==+−  , Mca1 n − . Suppose Mcan  , then RRcaM n =+  
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implying 1rcax n =+  for some Mx , Rr . Now, M is a Gw-ideal and Mrca n 

, so there exists 
+Zk  such that Mrc)c(a kn  . Then 

Mrarc)c(ar)(cax)(1 nkn1kn1k ==− ++ . So that M1  which is a contradiction. Hence 

RaRr(a) =+ . So 1abz =+  for some r(a)z  and Rb , which yields baa 2= . 

This proves that R is strongly regular.  

 

Lemma 3-5: [9]  

The following conditions are equivalent to the ring R.  

1. R is a belian.  

2. (e) is Gw-ideal of R for every Ree2 = . 

3. (e)r is Gw-ideal of R for every Ree2 = . 

 

Theorem 3-6:  

Let R be a right SSAGP-injective and r(e)  is a Gw-ideal of R for every 

idempotent element e of R. Then 0Z(R) = .  

 
Proof: If  0Z(R)  , then there exists Z(R)a0   such that 0a 2 = . Suppose that 

RRaRr(a) +  and M be a maximal right ideal of R such that MRaRr(a) + . If M 

is not essential, then r(e)M =  for some Ree2 = . Since r(e)Ma =  then 0ae =  

Lemma (3.5). Hence   r(e)Mr(a)e = and 0ee 2 == , contradict 0e  . Thus M is 

essential. Since every simple singular right R-module is AGP-injective, then R/M is 

AGP-injective and Xa(R/M)ar(a) = . Let R/MaR:f →  be defined by 

Mbf(ab) += , Rb , by Lemma (2.1), xMcaf(a)M1 ++==+ , 

0X(R/M)xMca1 ==+−  , thus Mca1 − , since Mca RaR , M1 , which 

is a contradiction. Hence Rr(a)RaR =+ . This implies that  =+ 1azyx ii  for some 

r(a)x , Rz,y ii  . This yields  =− r(a)x)azy(1 ii  and a  =− 0)azy(1 ii  that is 

− )azy(1a ii . Now, Z(R)a , hence  )azy( ii is an essential left of R. 

Therefore 0)az(y)azy(1 iiii =−   that is 0)azy(1 ii =− , whence 0a = . 

This is a contradiction to 0a  . Thus 0Z(R) = . 

 

Theorem 3-7:  

Let R be a right SSAGP-injective and r(e) is a Gw-ideal of R for every 

idempotent element Re . Then R is a right weakly regular ring.  

 
Proof: We need only to prove Rr(a)RaR =+  for every Ra . If not, then there 

exists a maximal right ideal M of R containing r(a)RaR + . If M is not an essential, 

then r(e)M =  for any Rce2 = . Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem (3.6), we 

get a contradiction. Thus M is an essential. So R/M is a simple singular right R-

Module. Since R/M is AGP-injective there exists a positive integer n such that 0a n   

and nnn

R/M Xa(R/M)a)r(a = , R/MXa n  . Let R/MRa:f n →  be defined by 

Mrr)f(an += , since Mr(a) , f is well defined R-homomorphism. So M1)f(an += , 

thus 0X(R/M)xMca1 n ==+−  . So Mca1 n −  and so M1 , which are 
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contradiction. Therefore Rr(a)RaR =+  for any Ra . Hence R is a right weakly 

regular.  

 

 
Lemma 3-8: [10] 

Let R be a ring such that r(a) is a Gw-ideal for all Ra , then R is a right 

weakly regular if and only if R is a left weakly regular.  

From Theorem (3.7) and Lemma (3.8) we get:  

 

Corollary 3-9:  

Let R be a right SSAGP-injective and r(a) is a Gw-ideal of R for every Ra . 

Then R is a weakly regular ring. 

 

Theorem 3-10: 

Let R be a right CM, MERT, and SSAGP -injective. Then R is either strongly 

regular or a semi simple Artinian.  

 
Proof: Depending on proposition (3.2) and Lemma (2.4), R is either a semi simple 

Artinian or a reduced. If R is not asemi simple Artiain, then R is reduced. For any 

Ra0  , we will show that Rr(a)aR =+ . Suppose not, then there exists a maximal 

right ideal M of R containing r(a)aR + . If M is not an essential, then is it a direct 

summand of R. Thus r(e)M =  for some Ree2 = . Note that r(e)a . It follows 

0aeea == . This implies that r(e)Mr(e)e =  and 0ee 2 == , which are 

contradiction. Since R/M is AGP-injective, there exists a positive integer n such that 

0a n   and R/MXa,Xa(R/M)a)(ar nnnn

RR/M = . Proceeding as the proof of 

Theorem (3.7) we get, Mca1 n − , Rc . Since R is MERT and Mcan  . Thus 

M1 , which is a contradiction. Hence R is a strongly regular.  

A ring R is said to be a biregular ring if, for any Ra , RaR  generated by a 

central idempotent [11].  

 

Lemma 3-11: [11] 

A ring R is a biregular if and only if r(a)RaRR =  for all Ra . 

 

Theorem 3-12:  

Let R be a right CM-ring, SSAGP-injective and every maximal essential right 

ideal of R is a Gw-ideal. Then R is a biregular ring.  

 
Proof: By Proposition (3.2), 0Y(R) = . Since R is a right non singular, right CM, by 

Lemma (2.4), R is either a semi simple Artinian or a reduced. We consider this case 

when R is a reduced ring. For any, set r(a)RaRE = . Since R is a reduced of 

0r(a)RaR = . Suppose that RE  , then there exists a maximal right ideal M of R 

such that Mr(a)RaR + . We shall prove that M  is an essential if not, then M must be 

a direct summand, so r(e)M = , Ree2 = . Proceeding as the proof of Theorem (3.6), 

we get a contradiction. Therefore M must be  an essential thus R/M is AGP-injective, as 

in Theorem (3.7), we get a contradiction. Therefore r(a)RaRER == . So R is a 

biregular ring Lemma (3.11).  
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